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multiple (environmental) stressors

food shortage pesticides nest location



diseases: basic research questions

1. do we know all pathogens?

2. which pathogens (genotypes) do matter?

3. can bees protect themselves against pathogens?

Varroa virus Nosema Paenibacillus

target pathogens:

4. what is the (molecular) mechanism behind this?



Varroa

Varroa destructor

funding:

3. can bees protect themselves against pathogens?

4. what is the (molecular) mechanism behind this?

VARRESIST
Vlaams Bijenteelt-

programma
BeeBondRing-test



Varroa

VARRESIST

mechanisms of Varroa-tolerance (VT):

- hygienic behaviour

- grooming behaviour

- brood effect

no 

offspring
normal 

offspring



data not shown for reasons of confidentiality

Varroa

VARRESIST

comparison of different European VT-strains

ongoing: finding the responsible genes

>> establishment of VT by 'marker assisted selection'



Varroa

Vlaams Bijenteeltprogramma

establishment of VT by 'breeding value estimation'

genetic improvement by:

- motivated mating

(528 queens)

- breeding value estimation

(373 queens)

>> mechanisms: hygienic 

behaviour & brood effect

- breeding from selected queens



Varroa

BeeBond

establishment of VT by 'natural selection'

treetrunk hive



Varroa

Ring-test

what is the relative impartance of genetics versus 

environment?

setup at the apiary



virus

virus

1. do we know all pathogens?

2. which pathogens (genotypes) do matter?

3. can bees protect themselves against pathogens?

4. what is the (molecular) mechanism behind this?

ViroBee

funding:

Deformed Wing

Virus-project

&

Honeybee viruses

in Bombus
Vlaams Bijenteelt-

programma
BELBEES



Deformed Wing Virus-project

expanding the known honeybee viruses (and more)

virus

ALPV, VdMLV, LSV          Nosema ceranae Crithidia mellificae Spiroplasma Apocephalus borealis

melliferum and S. apis



Deformed Wing Virus-project

virus sequence heterogeneity in a single bee

virus



Deformed Wing Virus-project

relationship virus load - antiviral immunity (RNAi)

virus



Deformed Wing Virus-project

long-term deleterious effects of type B-DWV

virus

DWV-infected bees:

- started to forage at an earlier age

- showed reduced lifespans

- showed reduced total activity 

spans



Honeybee viruses in Bombus

honeybee viruses affect Bombus reproductivity

virus



data not shown for reasons of confidentiality

ViroBee

expanding the known honeybee viruses

virus



BELBEES

expanding the known wild bee viruses (and more)

virus

Scaldis River bee virus

Ganda bee virus



data not shown for reasons of 

confidentiality

data not shown for reasons of 

confidentiality

Vlaams Bijenteeltprogramma

virus

establishment of virus resistance by 'breeding value 

estimation'

+ inheritance of the phenotype



Nosema

Nosema

1. do we know all pathogens?

funding:

Ugandan-project



data not shown for reasons of 

confidentiality

Nosema

Ugandan-project

discovery of a new Nosema spp. in Ugandan 

honeybees



AFB-project

Paenibacillus

Paenibacillus

funding:

2. which pathogens (genotypes) do matter?



AFB-project

development of a new genotyping tool

Paenibacillus

MLVA patterns of different P. larvae strains



data not shown for reasons of confidentiality

AFB-project

identification of virulence genes by transposon 

mutagenesis

Paenibacillus

in vitro rearing of larvae



management: basic research questions

1. which techniques are used by beekeepers?

2. do they influence mortality rates?

funding:

BeeBestCheck
Vlaams Bijenteelt-

programma
COLOSS-

monitoring



BeeBestCheck

survey on beekeeping management

cfr. USA vanEngelsdorp-group



Vlaams Bijenteeltprogramma

to report and to inform about beekeeping techniques 

and management



COLOSS-monitoring

uniform questionnaire about bee mortality



BELBEES

pesticides

pesticides: basic research questions

funding:

1. where are bees exposed to?

2. which compounds/mixtures are dangerous?

3. can bees protect themselves against pesticides?

4. what is the (molecular) mechanism behind this?

BeeHappy
Vlaams Bijenteelt-

programma



pesticides

Vlaams Bijenteeltprogramma

pesticide residues in beeswax

18 pesticides found

3-13/samples

most abundant: apicultural application

also: lindane

DDT

> historic contamination by re-use



pesticides

BELBEES

comparison between cage and field exposure

+ molecular responses of the bees



data not shown for reasons of 

confidentiality

data not shown for reasons of 

confidentiality

data not shown for reasons

of confidentiality

data not shown for reasons

of confidentiality

pesticides

BeeHappy

spatially-explicit study of the relationship between 

environmental variables and bee mortality



diseases: answer to the questions

1. do we know all pathogens?

2. which pathogens (genotypes) do matter?

3. can bees protect themselves against pathogens?

4. what is the (molecular) mechanism behind this?

never-ending list of new pathogens & genotypes

gap in our knowledge of their importance

bees seems to be much more resilient than we 

thought, and we should exploit this fully

gene (expression) profiles may serve for understanding and predicting



management: answers to the questions

1. which techniques are used by beekeepers?

2. do they influence mortality rates?

everybody seems to have his/her own methods

it seems reasonable to believe they do, so this is 

also a issue for improvement  



pesticides

pesticides: answers to the questions

1. where are bees exposed to?

2. which compounds/mixtures are dangerous?

3. can bees protect themselves against pesticides?

4. what is the (molecular) mechanism behind this?

only data from beeswax

to be determined; can be mixtures of chemical or 

any other environmental variable 

there is a discrepancy between cage and field trials;

colonies are much more resilient than cages 

gene (expression) profiles may serve for understanding and predicting



tips and tricks

- avoid import of bees >> source of new pathogens

- choose locally adapted bees

- invest fully in selection for resilient bees

- beekeepers' management should be in harmony with the bees' biology 

and environment

- see medical treatment only as a solution on the short term

- respect the carrying capacity of the landscape

- invest fully in a bee friendly vegetation >> food from April to September

- avoid dangerous mixtures of chemicals and environmental variables

- ornamental plants should be disease resistent >> no pesticides required

- let apiculture and agriculture exist in harmony

OR IN SHORT: more food

less poison

less mobility

breed wisely

good beekeeping practices 



thank you


